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Agenda

• Intro

• Topics

• Exploration of Topics 

• Flight Activity Syllabus



Intro

Flight Clinic consists of: 

• Ground Session (this presentation).

• Ground Brief with Instructor Pilot (IP)
• Consider a Teams call prior to flight as an alternative to 

an in-person briefing.

• Customize the flight to your experience and goals.

• Flight with IP or authorized non-CFI instructor.



Topics

Refresher Topics

• Normal/Crosswind Takeoffs and Landings
• And Other Regulatory Limitations

• Rejected Landings (Go-Arounds)

• Short field takeoffs and landings

• Airwork, as time permits

• Electrical System Issues



Topics

Emergency Procedures Topics

• Power Loss on Takeoff (The Impossible Turn)

• Engine Fires; Electrical Fires; Wing Fires

• Altitude Loss During Turns

• Power Loss: Glide to Landing

• Landing With No Electricity

• Emergency Operations in Clouds

• Landing Without Elevator Control

• Landing With a Flat Tire



Refresher Topics



Takeoffs and Landings 
CAPR (1 Oct 20) 70-1 Review

• 9.11.7.5.1. Airplanes.  CAP pilots shall treat the maximum demonstrated crosswind 
component as documented in the Aircraft Flight Manual or Pilot’s Operating Handbook 
as a limitation.  For airplanes without a published maximum demonstrated crosswind 

component, the limit shall be 15 knots.

• 172S – 20 knots w/flaps 0-10 degrees, 15 knots otherwise

• 182 – 15 knots

• 206 – 20 knots

• 9.11.7.5.1.1 Aircraft operations with surface winds greater than 30 knots in 
any direction (including gusts) are not allowed unless approved first by an 
SFRO and then by the Wing Commander, Vice Commander, or Director of Operations (or 
higher command level). When combined with other risk factors from the sortie RAW, 
CAP/DO approval may be required.



Takeoffs and Landings 
CAPR (1 Oct 20) 70-1 Review

• 9.11.2.5.1.4 Crews must verify Takeoff and Landing Distance (TOLD) based on 
aircraft data to determine that runways intended for use are long enough to 
support operations. TOLD calculations and runway length must be provided to 
the FRO to obtain a flight release. 

• 9.11.2.5.1.5 Touch and go landings require a hard-surfaced runway at 
least 3,000 feet in length or the sum of the takeoff and landing rolls, 
whichever is greater.

• TOLD Calculator available in PCR Mobile Tools
(https://mobile-tools.pcrcap.org/)

https://mobile-tools.pcrcap.org/


Takeoffs and Landings 
CAPR (1 Oct 20) 70-1 Review

• 9.11.8.5. Perform all portions of stalls, slow flight, and 
unusual attitude recoveries above 1,500 feet AGL.  
Simulated Forced Landings (SFL) outside gliding distance to 
a runway may be continued to no lower than 500 feet AGL
over non-congested areas.  SFLs may be continued to 
touchdown on hard surface runways at least 3,000 feet long
with a CAP Instructor Pilot on board or 5,000 feet long 
without a CAP Instructor Pilot on board.



Regulatory Limitations
CAPR (1 Oct 20) 70-1

• Prohibited:
• 9.4.12. Simulated emergency procedures during 

instrument meteorological conditions or at night.
Exception: partial panel instrument training and in-flight 
discussion of emergency procedures may be conducted 
during night visual meteorological conditions under the 
supervision of a CAP instructor pilot.



Takeoffs and Landings
Short Field

• Review and follow the AFM/POH procedure.

• Always brief engine failure prior to practicing short 
field takeoffs.  The increased angle of attack 
provides a short window to reduce pitch.  (Big 
Push!)

• Short field landings: SAFETY FIRST – Never force it 
down to “make your spot”.  Go around, try it again.

• Short field landings: 182/206: watch your descent 
rate.  172: be wary of tail strikes!



Airwork

CAPF 70-5 (The new “Form 5”) Tasks

• Review the Private and/or Commercial ACS
• Maneuvering During Slow Flight

• Power-Off (Approach to Landing) Stalls

• Power-On (Departure) Stalls

• Spin Awareness

• Steep Turns (establish min speed to avoid a stall)

• Ground Reference Maneuvers



Emergency vs. Abnormal
Let’s Agree on a Definition

• “An emergency threatens the safety of the aircraft 
or of persons on board or on the ground. The safe 
completion of the flight is in question.”

• “An abnormal situation is one in which it is no 
longer possible to continue the flight using normal 
procedures but the safety of the aircraft or persons 
on board or on the ground is not in question.”

Adapted from https://www.skybrary.aero/

https://www.skybrary.aero/index.php/Emergency_or_Abnormal_Situation#:~:text=An%20emergency%20situation%20is%20one,is%20endangered%20for%20any%20reason.&text=Aircraft%20component%20failure%20or%20malfunction,or%20loss%20of%20pressurisation)%3B


Electrical System Issues

• We have had a collection of alternator and charging 
system component failures.

• Training and preparation prevents this abnormal
situation from becoming an emergency.

• Knowing the systems of your airplane is essential:
• Know the electrical status monitoring systems in your 

aircraft.  (Over voltage is a concern too – listed on G1000 
emergency procedures checklists)

• Know how to shed electrical load to conserve battery.



Electrical System Issues

• Early detection provides you more options. Make 
sure electrical system status monitoring is in your 
scan! Once a problem is detected, shed the load!
• You can also try to recycle the alternator once

• High load items for landing:
• Flaps, Landing Gear, Lighting, Radio

• Consider only using “go-around” amount of flaps. 
(Might not have enough battery to retract)



Electrical System Issues

• Add “alternator failure” to the list of contingency 
planning you do for every flight.  AKA, always have 
a Plan B.

• For every IMC flight, have a VMC “out”. If not, 
reassess the risk vs. reward for that flight.

• Involve ATC early in case you lose your radios prior 
to completion of the flight.

• Practice no-flap landings



Questions?



Emergency Procedure Topics



Emergency Procedures
The Impossible Turn



Emergency Procedures
The Impossible Turn

Can we make it a “Possible Turn”?
1. Only, only, only when it is less hazardous than 

*not* doing it.

2. Let’s decide how to do it.

3. Let’s determine how much MSL altitude we 
need. Depends on wind.



Emergency Procedures
The Impossible Turn

Setup (Maneuver must conclude NO LOWER THAN 2000’ AGL –
recommend higher)

• Line up with ground reference (e.g. Road, Runway)

• Climb power, Trim for Airspeed at Vy

• Slowly retard throttle to idle, note altitude

• Wait 3 seconds, note speed loss, start turn (into wind

• Roll into a turn. For the first time, suggest 45-degree 
bank, best glide speed. Maintain constant speed
• Calculate stall speed for bank in case pilot pulls back



Emergency Procedures
The Impossible Turn

• Turn more than 180 degrees to aim toward ground 
reference point. 180 plus 30 to 45 degrees for 
intercept.

• Roll back to align with ground reference (road)

• Note altitude as you level the wings.

• You are not done yet:
• May need more altitude to stabilize your approach.

• You need a margin in addition to all this to account for 
all the things that won’t go right (or different conditions)



Emergency Procedures
The Impossible Turn

FAA Wings Course

ALC-557: NAFI – The Possible Turn / Engine Failure 
After Takeoff SEL

https://faasafety.gov/gslac/ALC/course_content.aspx?cID=557&sID=985

FAA reading material:

https://www.faasafety.gov/files/gslac/library/docum
ents/2018/Nov/164492/P-8740-44.pdf

https://faasafety.gov/gslac/ALC/course_content.aspx?cID=557&sID=985
https://www.faasafety.gov/files/gslac/library/documents/2018/Nov/164492/P-8740-44.pdf


Emergency Procedures
Inoperative airspeed indicator

• Estimate airspeed by:
• Power + attitude = airspeed

• Visual picture: glide path + attitude = AOA

Allow for extra runway
Recover if unsure
Watch for signs of stall



Emergency Procedures
Engine Fires vs. Electrical Fires

• Review the AFM/POH

• Prioritization
• Engine Fire

• Starve it of Fuel

• Pull the Mixture, Turn off the fuel, …

• Lower vents closed

• Electrical Fire
• Starve it of current

• Turn off alternator and battery (G1000 standby battery too!)

• Vents closed



Emergency Procedures
Wing Fire

• Fire is More Likely Outboard than Root (Strobe, 
navigation or landing light systems)

• Keep Fire Away from Fuel Tank
• Outboard Fire

• STEP ON THE FIRE, opposite aileron – A Forward Slip

• This raises the wing on fire and puts it downwind of the fuel.

• Root fire is much more problematic 
• A sideslip to pull the flame away from the fuel will direct flames 

toward the cabin.









How do you get down?

You execute the checklist, but the electrical fire 
continues

Now what?



Emergency descent

Spiraling descent with full flaps is one way



Emergency Procedures
Engine Power Reduced/Failed

Remember your A,B,C’s (and D,E)

• A → Airspeed (Checklist Memory Item)

• B → Best Field

• C → Cause Check (Troubleshooting)

• D → Distress Call

• E → Emergency (Power-Off) Landing



Test pilot numbers

Roughly
8 nm to 1 Mile high 

(5280ft agl)



• Wind (headwind and crosswind)
• Remember wind changes as altitude changes

• Precise airspeed control

• Flaps

• RPM control

• Maneuvering to line up with landing site

• How can you judge glide performance?
• Spot method
• EFB that knows the winds
• Quick calculations based on GPS-reported ground speed
• Judgment based on preflight planning

Emergency Procedures
What Other Factors Determine Glide distance?



Emergency Procedures
What Other Factors Determine Glide distance?



8 to 1

• Recognize what short looks like. Use the same skill 
to figure out if you can cross a hill without climbing 
or to see if you will make a chosen touchdown 
point (spot method). If the object is rising on the 
glareshield you're going to be short.

• Confidence to make it to the chosen spot will 
increase your chance of success.

• One method to quickly give you a higher chance to 
make that spot is to consider 8 on 8.



Don't come up short

• 8 on 8 takes the 8 to 1 glideslope and adds a fudge factor 
because you're not a test pilot and conditions are imperfect. 
Here is the formula: At 8,000 ft agl you should be able to 
glide at least 8 nm. Note by the book numbers - @ 8 to 1 the 
distance is 12 miles. That is 4 miles shorter.
• Benefits: Increases confidence you'll make it and may allow for 

turns to set up for a downwind entry and wind

• Three levels:
• Within 8 on 8: You'll probably make it and may have wiggle room

• Outside 8 on 8 but within 8 to 1: Use judgment and good flying

• Outside 8 to 1: You'll probably not make it except if tailwind



Emergency Procedures
Descent and Landing

• Let’s Divide the Procedure Into Two Parts:

1. Fly (and descend – obviously) to position 
the aircraft downwind abeam the 
“numbers” at 1000 feet AGL.

2. Perform a Power-Off “Spot” Landing



Tactics - Confidence will 
make you a winner

• Start by choosing a landing spot that is within reach 
and head to it ASAP

• An imperfect spot can be a better decision than a 
better one you may not be able to reach.

• Stretching eliminates options if you come up short.

• If possible, be 1000-1200 ft AGL abeam the landing 
point just like you have practiced

• Otherwise, maneuver as needed such as on a long 
final or upwind over the numbers
• 1,000’ + ½ your observed turning altitude loss



Emergency Procedures
Determining altitude loss during circling

descent

For every aircraft you fly…

• Have a rough idea of how 
much altitude you will lose 
for each 360◦ turn…
• Power at Idle

• Maximum 20◦ bank angle

• Best Glide Configuration
• Flaps, gear

• Prop forward until needed?



Emergency Procedures
Position the Aircraft

• Into the wind, over the “numbers”

• Military refers to this as “high-key” position



Emergency Procedures
Position the Aircraft

Downwind,
abeam the “numbers”
1,000 feet or higher



Emergency Procedures
Decision Time

Let’s say for a C-172 you 
determine your descent number is 
800 feet of altitude loss for each 
circle.

• If you arrive downwind, abeam 
the numbers at 1400 feet AGL.  
What do you do?

• What about 1200 feet?



Emergency Procedures
Power Off Landing

Downwind,
abeam the “numbers”
1,000 feet AGL
“low-key” position

Pick your spot
~ 1/3 way down??



Emergency Procedures
Power Off Landing

Power-off Landing From 1,000 feet AGL

• Should be practicing this regularly

• Avoid extending downwind
• It takes longer (and more altitude) to get back than you 

expect.

• Use your other tools
• Circle over landing field

• Slips, S-Turns, Flaps -- Reducing airspeed

• Watch your airspeed, you need to arrest your descent



Increase your odds

Engine failure is more likely during takeoff and climb.

So…….Consider this:

1. Until a safe altitude, climb at a gain altitude faster and 
remain closer to the airport.

2. Do one lap in the pattern as you climb out.

3. Always start your take off roll at the end of the runway.

4. Know what other airports are close by.

5. Arrive at the airport at the highest reasonable altitude.



Real engine out



Real Engine out

• He made it but why?

• The numbers – 2500ft MSL, Airport elevation 326ft, 
thus about 2,174 AGL, distance to runway 3 nm.

• Min AGL altitude by 8 to 1 glide is about 2,000 feet.
• Or at 2,174 AGL the plane 

could glide 2174'agl/5280=.41x8=3.33miles

• Comments?



Emergency Procedures
Power Fail Through Power Off Landing

What else?



Emergency Procedures
No/Partial Flap Landings

• This should be considered an “Abnormal” 
Procedure at most. Symmetrical flap failure is 
unlikely an emergency

• Asymmetrical flap failure is most definitely an 
emergency.

• Practice partial and no-flap landings on your flight.

• Refer to AFM/POH for approach speed differences.



Emergency Procedures
Landing With No Electricity

No flaps, but also no PFD or MFD



Emergency Procedures
FBRI – Unusual Attitude Recovery

• Basic instrument maneuvers AND recovery from 
unusual flight attitudes are mandatory items on the 
Form 5 evaluation.

• If you find yourself in instrument conditions 
(inadvertent or otherwise)…
• Your first indication of an unusual attitude may be the 

change in sound, likely wind noise (engine speed in a 
fixed pitch prop), next is probably more rapid changes 
than usual on attitude instruments.



Emergency Procedures
FBRI – Unusual Attitude Recovery

• To start the recovery, determine if you in nose up or 
nose down attitude.

• Go to the airspeed indicator first.  If the airspeed is 
increasing you are likely nose down and vice-versa.



Emergency Procedures
FBRI – Unusual Attitude Recovery

Nose Down

• Power to idle

• Level the wings
• On a conventional six-pack mechanical gyro system, your 

attitude indicator may have tumbled. Use your 
electrically driven turn coordinator.

• Pull the nose for level attitude
• AI may be unreliable, use VSI. The moment it switches 

direction, hold your pitch attitude. Assess and adjust.



Emergency Procedures
FBRI – Unusual Attitude Recovery

Nose Up

• Add power and push the nose down
• Again, in a conventional six-pack, your VSI will be 

primary in making a pitch attitude adjustment.

• Level the wings



Emergency Procedures
FBRI – Unusual Attitude Recovery

Prioritization

• First priority is to recover the aircraft to a stable 
attitude and then maintain it.

• Second priority is to resume previous altitude and 
heading and/or get yourself out of IMC.

• Remember: Your mechanical gyros may still be 
tumbled and showing bad information.  Your 
altimeter is your primary pitch indication and your 
turn coordinator for bank information. 



Landing With No Elevator 
Control



Landing With a Flat Tire



Finding An Instructor
Time to Connect

• Instructor List in PCR Mobile Tools (https://mobile-
tools.pcrcap.org/)

• "Check pilots" button

• Also ask your group for non-CAP IP instructors for 
this flight clinic

• Make sure the IP is participating in the flight clinic

https://mobile-tools.pcrcap.org/


Keep This in Mind

• There is flexibility on the topics you cover during 
your flight. Refer to the syllabus.

• Discuss options with your IP. They may have topics 
of specific importance to them

• For example, you could spend time on G1000 
system failures, failed brakes simulation, or ???

• Current clinic rules, 1 to 1.5 hobbs



Remember

• Don't create an emergency while practicing for 
emergencies

• Don't do anything that you don't feel comfortable

• Either crewmember can call a "knock it off"



Questions?


